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The global terror begotten by the collapse of the Twin Towers, the resurgence of the feeling of insecurity
that followed, the extreme fickleness of emotions, whose language now shapes the news, as well as new
events such as collective indignation, the unprecedented vigour of the intolerances in the public space (first
and foremost the crusade against “homosexual marriage”) and the frantic recognition of suffering that tends
to reread one’s entire past as a massive self-pitying tale – all these scattered things and many others have
outlined what the experts of collective change now call “the society of affections” (Lordon, 2013). So much
so that some, such as Canadian anthropologist David Howes (2003), have invoked a sensual turn within the
social sciences, in his eyes too uniquely subjugated to the universe of words and ideas (Leys, 2011). In any
case, what to do with Lucien Febvre’s old call? That appeal he launched from the pages of the Annales, during the German occupation, to invite his colleagues to finally introduce sensitivities, the “systems of emotions”, fear, hatred, love, moodiness, the propensity to tears, in short, as he said, “the affective life and its
manifestations”, in the too well-kept and muffled domain of the social sciences (Febvre, 1941): “I ask for a
vast collective investigation into the fundamental feelings of men and their ways. How many surprises to expect”! (Febvre 1992: 236).
Only, and this is where it all begins, we must acknowledge that social scholars have been singularly negligent in the matter. There are certainly not many among them that seriously deny the fruitfulness of a history
of emotions and of the forms of social organization they enliven. Nor are there many voices to intone, in the
name of the superiority of the intellectual faculties, the old Platonic criticism of the faculties of feeling,
lower, more passive and cowardly. Indeed, this criticism shows a good part of that scholastic shortsightedness inclined to lend to the men of the past a reasoned and reasoned relationship with their practical
world (Bourdieu, 1998). But, apart from those who focused on peculiar situations such as wars, apart from
the study of suffering and passions, and apart from that of the regimes of beliefs and opinion for many years,
the study of these issues has remained almost a dead letter.
One thing is certain, in any case: the scholars of this century, whatever their chosen field, would do good
in undertaking such an exploration. Let us face it, the task is difficult. It is in proportion with the object that
the social scientist must construct if she wants to do anything other than keep to pointing out the evidence,
neither true nor false, composing the stories of the past and current century. Intolerance to pain, cold or the
sight of blood, the refinement of food tastes and attachment to nature, the greatest compassion for the sufferings of others, all these things and even the metamorphosis of love feelings and filial attachments have not
had, during the century, the pretty trajectory that we attribute them when we give them the name of convenient processes – that, however, most of the time, merely support or decorate with some flesh much larger historical truths. On the contrary, they are permeated by an infinity of gaps, of returns, of superimpositions, and
one can acknowledge them as a change in sensibilities only at the price of an immense work to reconstruct
the historical universe of the actors, practices and power relations within which they have been built.

The continent thus sketched is truly gigantic. Obviously, there is no pretension to go through it in its entirety; above all because the scant research, sketching an incomplete path, often leads to the irritating litany
of Should Bes. The important thing, for the moment, lies rather in the approach – historical and sociological
– to explore it. The aim and ambition of this Call is to try and give it a first consistency, to draw its coherence, to prove its limits.
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